
Risks analysis 
Risk Probability of an individual who have not developed the event will 
develop the event 
Relative Risk/Risk Ratio (RR) Likelihood of an unfavorable event 
occurring given presence or absence of a variable.  
•RR can make small benefit appear larger than warranted 
•RR provides very little about actual risk outside of trial 
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RR Interpretations 
1 No difference in the two groups 

<1 Fewer outcomes in treatment group 
>1 More outcomes in treatment group 

 
Relative Risk Reduction (RRR) Measures how much risk is reduced in 
treatment vs. control group  
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or  

RRR=1-RR 
 

Absolute Risk Reduction (ARR) aka risk difference, the difference 
between the risk rate between the two groups attributed to intervention. 
(decimal unit ) 
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Number Needed to Treat (NNT) The number of individuals needed to be 
treated with intervention for a time period in order to achieve desired 
outcome in one patient 
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Odds analysis 

Odds Probability that an event occurring vs. the probability that it will not 
occur 
 
Odds Ratio (OR) Measures association between exposed and outcome  
 
Hazard Ratio (HR) Probability of an unfavorable event occurring at a 
point in time 
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HR Interpretations 
1 No difference between the two groups 

<1 Fewer outcomes in treatment group  
>1 More outcomes with treatment group 
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Biostatistics 101 
Mean (µ) Average value of data set 
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Median Middle value of a ranked set of data (aka 50th percentile) 
Mode The value that occurs most frequently in a set of data 
Range Difference between the largest and smallest values in a set of data 
Normal Distribution Bell curve/Gaussian curve, representation of normal 
phenomenons 
Standard Deviation (σ) indicates percentages of variation/dispersion 
from the mean (µ) 
Skewness (SD) indicates asymmetric curves with outliers (non-normal 
distribution model)  
Types of Data 

Quantitative 
Continuous Discrete 
Infinite number (BP, 
height, weight, age, 
A1C) 

number of children,   

 
Categorical 

Ordinal (Ordered) Nominal 
(Unordered) 

Grade/stage of 
cancer, NYHA 
classes 

Sex, martial status, 
blood types, race 
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Statistical Difference measures the probability of outcomes due 
to chance 
Clinical Significance measures importance of treatment effect  
Correlation Relationship between 2 or more variables  
•coefficient range from -1—0—1 
•positive correlation—variables increase uniformly in a U

V
 pattern 

•positive correlation—variables are inversely related in a U
NV

 
pattern  
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Types of studies 

Case Report/Case Series single/multiple observation caused by a unique 
external event  
Case Control (Retrospectively) Observational study comparing 
individuals with and without disease/outcome of interest. Start out with 
naming the outcome (ie. Pts who developed UTI) 
Cohort (Prospective or retrospective) Study involving group of 
individuals who meet inclusion criteria (something in common) and 
follow prospectively in time for risk factor sand outcomes. 
• A study group (the cohort) is followed over time and outcomes (the 
disease, or heart disease in this example) are compared to a subset of the 
group who were not exposed to an intervention, such as a drug 
Cross-Sectional Study Observation, descriptive studies done at one point 
on time  
Randomized Control Trials (Prospective) Experimental study that 
involves randomizing patients to receiving one of several treatment 
options  
•Parallel Study Design: Participants stays within the group they are 
randomized to 

•Cross over Design: Participants are randomized to two or more 
treatments sequentially. 
•Factorial Design: designed to evaluate multiple interventions in one 
experiment  
Meta-analysis Compilation of multiple similar clinical trials to reach one 
conclusion 
Systemic Review A more rigorous, structured literature view version of 
meta-analysis.  
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Statistical inference & errors 

HYPOTHESIS TESTING  
Null Hypothesis (H0)  
•The trusted/more established theory 
•If there are no statistically difference between 2 groups (meaning the H0 is 
true), then “fail to reject the null hypothesis” 
Note: if the H0 is not rejected, it does not always mean it’s true 
 
Alternative Hypothesis (HA) 
•the idea that a difference exits between 2 groups 
•reject/fail to accept the H0 suggest accepting HA and HA may be true  
 
Type I Error (α) aka false positive 
•Null hypothesis is true but was rejected in error (when it, the H0, was in 
fact true) 
•More serious error 
•Typically, α=0.05 (<5% chance of type I error) 
 
Type II Error (β) aka false negative 
•Null hypothesis is false, yet it is accepted in error as true.  
 
Power  
Power= 1-β 
•Probability that test will reject null hypothesis when null hypothesis is 
false (probability to avoid type II error) 
•Higher power = more confident that the null hypothesis is correctly 
rejected. 
 
Confidence Interval (σ) 
•Confidence interval (CI)=1-α 
•range of values with probability of containing the true values.   
•ie. 95% CI would produce similar results 95/100 times and 5% of 
uncertainty  
•↑ CI will widen the interval (ie. 98% CI is wider than 95% CI) 
 
P-Value  
•probability of wrongly rejecting the null when it is true (indicating that 
results were obtained by chance) aka type I error probability 
(ie. When p=0.05, <5% of the time the null will be rejected in error) 
•the attained significance level 
•p-value of <0.05 or <0.01 commonly indicates statistical significance or 
unlikely to have obtained from chance 
•When p-value < α level (predetermined significant level), the result is 
statistically different  
•The p-value refers to the null hypothesis which is Group 1 = Group 2 
(meaning there is no difference between the drug and the placebo). The p-
value is the probability of obtaining a test statistic as extreme as the one 
actually observed as a result of chance alone. 
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Pharmacoeconomics  

Methodology 
Cost Minimization Analysis (CMA) Comparing costs of interventions 
when equivalency is already established 
Cost Benefit Analysis (CBA) Comparing costs and benefit in terms of 
monetary units 
Cost Effectiveness Analysis (CEA) Compares clinical effects of therapy 
(ie. Mortality, morbidity, BP, A1C) to their net cost. (most common 
methodology used in modern science) 
Cost Utility Analysis (CUA) A form of CEA that includes quality-
adjusted life years (QALYs) and disability-adjusted life years (DALYs) 
 
Incremental Cost Effectiveness Ratios Comparing the change in costs 
and outcomes 
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Direct Medical Cost Relating to diagnosis, prevention, or treatment of 
disease (ie. Medication, hospitalization, doctor visits, ER visits, ect,.) 
 
Direct Non-Medical Costs Travel costs, child care services, costs of 
services due to illness 
 
Indirect Cost morbidity/mortality on production capacity, lost time from 
work (both patient and caregiver) 
 
Intangible Cost Pain, suffering, anxiety, ect,. 
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